
VIEWING SYSTEMS
High quality x-ray film lightbox systems

Quality x-ray film viewers to suit every professional need. 
Velopex viewing systems have been developed specifically 
for dental and veterinary applications. They offer levels of 
quality and performance superior to ordinary lightboxes, 
and provide the bright, uniform, glare-free illumination that 
enable details of potentially crucial diagnostic significance 
to be examined in comfort. Wide choice of sizes for wall 
mounting or free standing use. Uniform illumination for 
accurate examination of radiographs of all sizes. Hi-Lite 
Viewer comes with tracked magnifier.  Multiple Screen 
Super Viewers can be used for side-by-side comparison 
of radiographs and the Slim Line Viewers offer choice of 
mains or battery operation.

Velopex Hi-Lite Viewer
A slim lightbox for all dental film sizes from intra-oral to 
panoramic, with excellent illumination to the extreme 
edges of the viewing area.  Continuous film clips run along 
the top and bottom of the screen, and the standard tube is 
inexpensive and easy to change.  The Hi-Lite can be wall 
mounted or free standing, and is also ideal for recessing 
into cabinetry for a clear, streamlined look.  A tracked  
magnifier is standard .

Velopex Super Viewer, Single Screen
A compact, robustly built viewer large enough to 
accommodate a full size medical x-ray film.  It incorporates 
a circular fluorescent tube for strong and even illumination, 
and a simple drop-roller device holds the films secure 
and allows easy insertion of films of any size.  The Super 
Viewer can be wall mounted.   It may also be used laid flat 
if required for surface work, e.g. tracing..

Velopex Super Viewer, Double Screen
Ideal for the busy practice, this double size lightbox has 
all the attributes of the single screen Super Viewer but 
with twice the viewing space.*  It incorporates two tubes 
with independent switching.  This viewer is particularly 
convenient for comparing radiographs, as its continuous 
screen allows large-format films to be examined side-by-
side without a central obstruction.

Velopex Slim Line LP400
This flat-screen viewer offers a generous viewing area 
for intra-oral and panoral dental x-ray films, yet is a mere 
25mm (1 inch) high.  With its ultra-slim profile, it is ideal for 
wall mounting or free standing use, flat or tilted on props.  
The robustly constructed LP400 has twin fluorescent 
lamps for efficient illumination.

Velopex Slim Line LP100
For dentists requiring a low cost viewer for intra-oral films 
that occupies minimal counter space, the LP100 is the 
solution.  This compact, unobtrusive flat-screen lightbox 
provides high quality illumination, with the option of mains 
or battery operation.
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